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Description
when looking at a languageversion of a page with wsol_preview.php the correct set L-param in the URL is not distributed in the
frameset
=> its not possible to preview a languageversion from a custom workspace
(issue imported from #M2568)
Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #12970: Generate Workspace Preview Link should h...

Closed

2011-02-11

Has duplicate TYPO3 Core - Bug #16149: workspace preview in foreign language ...

Closed

2006-05-16

History
#1 - 2006-05-19 22:35 - Rupert Germann
I can't confirm this. When I click on the save&preview button of a localized record I see the correct language in the workspace preview.
#2 - 2007-06-14 12:03 - Graham Solomon
I have had a problem with this recently too.
The issue I have is there is no way to preview the page in an alternative language unless you save & view a record from that alternative language.
The preview frame has a src similar to the following:
http://yourdomain.com/index.php?id=123&L=0&ADMCMD_view=1&ADMCMD_editIcons=1&ADMCMD_previewWS=1
If I switch to an alternative language(using a HMENU object, special=language) it will become the following:
http://yourdomain.com/index.php?id=123&L=1
Which is then only a preview of the live version of the alternative language and not the draft.
#3 - 2011-08-29 15:30 - Andreas Wolf
- Status changed from New to Needs Feedback
- Target version deleted (0)
Is this still an issue with the new workspaces module?
#4 - 2011-10-07 12:33 - Tolleiv Nietsch
- Category deleted (Miscellaneous)
- Status changed from Needs Feedback to Closed
- PHP Version deleted (4)
I assume it's not and we've couple of other language related tasks - so I assume this one can be closed.
#5 - 2013-12-10 01:03 - Michael Stucki
- Category set to Workspaces
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#6 - 2013-12-10 01:05 - Michael Stucki
- Project changed from Workspaces & Versioning to TYPO3 Core
- Category changed from Workspaces to Workspaces
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